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Abstract

The Army Study to Assess Risk and Resilience in Servicemembers (Army STARRS) is a multi-component epidemiological and neurobiological study designed to generate actionable evidence-based recommendations to reduce U.S. Army suicides and increase basic knowledge about the determinants of suicidality. This report presents an overview of the designs of the six component Army STARRS studies. These include: an integrated study of historical administrative data systems (HADS) designed to provide data on significant administrative predictors of suicides among the more than 1.6 million soldiers on active duty in 2004–2009; retrospective case-control studies of suicide attempts and fatalities; separate large-scale cross-sectional studies of new soldiers (i.e., those just beginning Basic Combat Training [BCT], who completed self-administered questionnaires [SAQ] and neurocognitive tests and provided blood samples) and soldiers exclusive of those in BCT (who completed SAQs); a pre-post deployment study of soldiers in three Brigade Combat Teams about to deploy to Afghanistan (who completed SAQs and provided blood samples) followed multiple times after returning from deployment; and a platform for following up Army STARRS participants who have returned to civilian life. DoD/Army administrative data records are linked with SAQ data to examine prospective associations between self-reports and subsequent suicidality. The presentation closes with a discussion of the methodological advantages of cross-component coordination.
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Suicide is the second leading cause of death among 25 to 44 year olds in the United States, claiming over 30,000 lives annually (Centers for Disease Control, 2005). For every completed suicide there are an estimated 8–25 failed attempts (Goldsmith et al., 2002). In 1999 the US Surgeon General issued a “call to action” on suicide prevention, saying “the nation must address suicide as a significant problem,” and recommending enhanced “research to understand risk and protective factors.” The U.S. military also identified suicide as a major concern at around the same time and created several initiatives, including a successful Air Force Suicide Prevention Program (afspp.afms.mil). However, in contrast to the suicide rate in the United States remaining fairly level over the recent past, the suicide rate in the U.S. Army doubled between 2003 and 2008 and has continued to rise since then.

Historically, the suicide rate in the U.S. military has been below that in the civilian population, but it has climbed steadily since the beginning of the Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts to the point where suicide is now the second leading cause of death behind combat deaths (Armed Forces Health Surveillance Center, 2012) and has exceeded demographically
matched civilian rates since 2008 (Kuehn, 2009). In fiscal year 2009, there were 160 recorded suicides in the Army. Of those, 79% were among soldiers who had deployed only once or had not deployed at all. Additionally, 60% of suicides were among first-term soldiers (http://www.army.mil/article/43038/army-releases-report-on-suicide-high-risk-behavior). The rise in U.S. Army suicides has persisted despite substantial efforts to publicize and encourage use of mental health services. Although many intervention programs are underway, success will require a better understanding of specific risk and protective factors in Army service. The profile associated with traditional individual risk factors (e.g., age, gender, presence of mental illness) may not generalize to Army personnel, all of whom are employed, selected for good health, and have health care available at no cost. Furthermore, the risk profile among military personnel might vary during different phases of duty and mission. Changing accession demographics (e.g., the number of new recruits with GED vs. high school graduation, the number with conduct waivers) may also affect suicide risk, as suggested in a recent IOM report (Committee on Youth, 2006). Changes in barriers to care, both physical barriers (e.g., time and access to care) and community barriers (e.g., stigma, operational tempo, unit cohesion, leadership support), are also possible factors. More intangible risk and protective factors associated with war, such as increased feelings of patriotism and loyalty to one’s unit might also be involved. Textured research on these and related issues is needed to identify modifiable risk and protective factors for suicidal behaviors and inform effective suicide risk and prevention strategies among Army servicemen and women.

The Department of the Army responded to these trends in 2008 by entering into an agreement with the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) to fund the Army Study to Assess Risk and Resilience in Servicemembers (Army STARRS; www.armystarrs.org), a multi-component epidemiological and neurobiological study of risk and resilience factors for suicidality and its psychopathological correlates among Army personnel (Insel and McHugh, under review). The two overarching goals of Army STARRS are: to evaluate hypotheses about modifiable risk and resilience factors for suicidality that could be used to target effective preventive interventions for Army suicides; and to expand basic scientific understanding of psychosocial and neurobiological risk and resilience factors for suicidal behaviors and their psychopathological correlates. The Army STARRS samples could also be used as baselines for intervention implementations and evaluations in the future.

Army STARRS is supported under a Cooperative Agreement (U01) between NIMH and a consortia of scientific collaborators at the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences (USUHS; PI: Robert Ursano), the University of California San Diego (PI: Murray Stein), Harvard Medical School (Site PI: Ronald Kessler), and the University of Michigan (Site PI: Steven Heeringa) through the Henry M. Jackson Foundation. Additional U01 collaborating scientists and consultants come from the NIMH (Lisa Colpe; Michael Schoenbaum) and the Army (Kenneth Cox; Steven Cersovsky). The Army STARRS includes a number of coordinated component studies designed to facilitate non-experimental hypothesis generation and testing, intervention targeting, and intervention evaluation.

The first of these initiated by Army STARRS collaborators examined historical data in an integrated data system created by combining information obtained from a number of Army
and Department of Defense (DoD) administrative databases on all soldiers who served in the
Army between 2004–2009. Retrospective case-control studies of fatal suicides and non-fatal
suicide attempts were then designed to provide preliminary quantitative data on risk and
resilience factors as well as to create an opportunity to obtain qualitative data to help
generate new hypotheses. A series of major multi-mode self-report surveys were then
launched that included neurocognitive and genetic data linked both retrospectively and
prospectively to administrative data systems so as to examine patterns of association over
time between risk-resilience factors and subsequent suicidal behaviors. Targeted sub-studies
of high-risk soldiers and settings are now being planned that use these survey samples as
sampling frames. Early component studies were designed to provide input into later
component studies and subsequent interventions.

The current report presents a broad overview of the designs of these component Army
STARRS studies. These studies were designed to create a coordinated whole to facilitate
non-experimental hypothesis generation and testing, intervention targeting, and intervention
evaluation. The individual study designs are for the most part conventional, but their
coordination creates unique strengths. We discuss the synergistic effects of cross-component
coordination after describing the individual studies.

ARMY STARRS COMPONENT STUDIES

The Historical Administrative Data Study (HADS)

The Army and DoD maintain over 200 different administrative data systems dealing with
such diverse issues as certifications of training (Army Training and Requirements Resource
System [ATRRS]), medical records (the Medical Data Repository [MDR] system), casualty
reporting (Defense Manpower Data Center [DMDC/CASUALTY]), and, importantly for our
purposes, suicidal behaviors (DoD Suicide Event Report [DoDSER] system). While prior to
the initiation of Army STARRS special-purpose efforts had been made to integrate some of
these data systems, we felt that a great deal more could be learned about risk and resilience
factors for suicides by linking the DoDSER with some of the other systems. We
consequently established the Army STARRS Historical Administrative Data Study (HADS),
an integrated administrative data file containing key elements from 38 different Army and
DoD data systems for the over 1.6M soldiers (Regular Army, Army Reserve, and National
Guard) on active duty at some time during calendar years 2004–2009. The Army
subsequently expanded the integrated data files to be continually updated for purposes of use
in targeting future interventions. Analyses of the 2004–2009 HADS data are allowing Army
STARRS collaborators to examine time trends in suicides, other types of deaths, and non-
fatal injuries (suicidal and others) as well as to study a wide range of predictors of those
outcomes. These analyses are being carried out for the most part using discrete-time survival
analyses (Singer and Willett, 2003) with person-month the unit of analysis based on the
roughly 51.1M person-months in this data array (37.0M Regular Army, 5.3M activated
Army Reserve, 8.8M activated Army National Guard). Given the rarity of the outcomes
under study, we are analyzing reduced samples consisting of all person-months with the
outcomes of interest and a probability sub-sample of control person-months weighted by the
inverse of their probability of selection and using a logistic link function to estimate coefficients.

In addition, individual-level data from the Army/DoD administrative data systems used to build the HADS are being linked to Army STARRS surveys for all consenting participants. Administrative data linked to the Army STARRS survey samples described below are allowing information from retrospective (to the surveys) administrative data, survey data, and, for some samples, neurocognitive and genetic data to be integrated to predict subsequent (prospective) outcomes identifiable in administrative records.

Soldier Health Outcomes Studies A and B (SHOS-A/B)

The Soldier Health Outcome Studies are retrospective case-control studies of soldiers who made non-fatal suicide attempts (SHOS-A) or were suicide fatalities (SHOS-B). While producing less definitive data than prospective studies on the predictors of suicidal behaviors, retrospective case-control studies like SHOS-A/B are useful because they provide rapid preliminary data on potentially important risk and resilience factors that can subsequently be evaluated more definitively in prospective naturalistic and intervention studies (Schlesselman, 1982).

SHOS-A cases are recruited from all patients in psychiatric inpatient units in five participating tertiary care medical facilities (Walter Reed National Military Medical Center, Washington, DC; Fort Bragg, NC; Fort Stewart, GA; Fort Lewis, WA; and Fort Hood, TX) who were admitted because of suicide attempts beginning November, 2011. Cases provide written informed consent and then complete the same self-report survey as in our major survey of Army personnel (the All-Army Study [AAS], which is described later in this report), allowing case-control analyses to be carried out using all respondents from that survey as controls. In addition, a propensity score weight (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983) was developed based on case-control analysis of the first SHOS-A cases compared to AAS respondents to select a sub-sample of Regular Army AAS respondents as controls for more in-depth assessment, including an expanded version of the neurocognitive test battery used in the NSS and collection of blood samples. Qualitative interviews based on the principles of reason analysis (Strauss, 1987) are also being administered to SHOS-A cases in an effort to uncover information about critical junctures in the progression to attempts. We anticipate a final SHOS-A sample of 150 cases and 300 group-matched controls.

SHOS-B cases are selected by attempting to interview the next of kin and Army supervisors of all soldiers who committed suicide (as recorded in the DoDSER system) beginning March, 2012 plus a group-matched sample of controls. As with SHOS-A, controls are being selected from Regular Army AAS respondents based on a propensity score weight (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983), but in this case the weight was developed based on analysis of the HADS (total Army) sample using predictors of suicide found in administrative records. As in SHOS-A, a qualitative component is included in SHOS-B to help uncover information about critical junctures in the progression to suicide. Hypotheses generated from analysis of these qualitative data are being evaluated prospectively whenever possible by expanding the assessments in the NSS and AAS. We anticipate a final SHOS-B sample of 150 cases and 300 group-matched controls.
The New Soldier Study (NSS)

Between 140,000 and 190,000 new soldiers enter the U.S. Army each year, including those in the Regular Army (about half of enlistees), the U.S. Army Reserve (USAR), and the U.S. Army National Guard (USANG). The majority of these new soldiers begin their active duty by going through three months of Basic Combat Training (BCT), the main exceptions being those who enter the Army as officers and those who enter the USAR or USANG after leaving the Regular Army. One of the Army STARRS component studies is the New Soldier Study (NSS), a study that attempted to assess over 57,000 of these new soldiers in the two days after their arrival to report for BCT. NSS respondents were selected from three Army installations that provide BCT (Fort Benning, Georgia; Fort Jackson, South Carolina; and Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri) with sample sizes proportional to the relative sizes of the cohorts across these sites. Continuous sampling throughout calendar years 2011–2012 was used to account for the fact that the composition of new soldiers changes across the year due to an influx of recent high school graduates in the summer and fall.

The NSS included group administration of a two-part self-administered questionnaire (SAQ) and neurocognitive tests along with the collection of blood samples obtained as part of a physical examination given to all new soldiers prior to the beginning of BCT. The contents of the neurocognitive tests are described in a series of reports in preparation. All these data were collected in Reception Battalion (RECBN), the period typically lasting several days when new soldiers are processed (physical exams; immunizations; eye exams; issuance of uniforms and, as needed, special stress-resistant eyeglasses; completion of various forms) before beginning BCT. A new RECBN cohort typically enters on the same day each week throughout the year, but breaks for holidays.

Army STARRS was assigned an auditorium that could hold between 200 and 300 people using laptops for SAQ self-administration at the RECBN site on each BCT installation. Each week, the Army Point-Of-Contact (POC) at each RECBN site selected a sample of new soldiers equal to the number of seats in the auditorium to attend the Army STARRS informed consent session. Army STARRS worked with the POCs to prevent systematic bias in selection procedures. Thirty-minute informed consent sessions explained study purposes, procedures, and protections against breach of confidentiality (separation of identifying information from survey and neurocognitive data; assignment of a study ID with linkage to identifying information maintained securely by the University of Michigan data collection team; contractual agreement that identifying information will not be provided to the Army; protocols to report only aggregate results and coarsen public use datasets to minimize risk of individual identification), emphasize the voluntary nature of participation (including the right to withdraw consent at a future date), and answer questions before seeking informed consent.

Written informed consent was then obtained from volunteers. Although not necessary for SAQ participation, all NSS respondents were additionally asked for consent to link their Army/DoD administrative records to their NSS responses and to participate in to-be-determined longitudinal follow-up data collections. Identifying information (name, birthday, SSN for record linkage; telephone number, email, secondary contact information for
longitudinal follow-up) was collected from consenting respondents separately from the SAQ and never merged with de-identified NSS data. These recruitment, consent, and data protection procedures were approved by the Human Subjects Committees of the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences for the Henry M. Jackson Foundation (the primary grantee), the Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan (the organization implementing STARRS data collection), and all other collaborating organizations.

Blood samples were then obtained from volunteers as part of the RECBN physical examination. This is in addition to the normal blood samples taken from new soldiers during the reception phase of BCT. New soldiers participating in Army STARRS and consenting to provide a blood sample had one additional vial of blood drawn for Army STARRS. SAQ and neurocognitive test data were obtained in two 90-minute group-administered data collection sessions over two successive days. Individual-level Army/DoD administrative data were subsequently linked to the de-identified individual-level NSS data for the subsample of NSS participants who provided written informed consent for this linkage. Sample sizes, response rates, weighting, and design effects are described in a separate report (Kessler et al., this issue).

The All Army Study (AAS)

The NSS focuses on a very small proportion of active duty soldiers; those about to enter BCT. Between 737,000 and 757,000 U.S. Army soldiers have been on active duty at any point in time since the inception of Army STARRS data collection in early 2011 (576,000–581,000 Regular Army and 161,000–176,000 activated USAR or USANG), with only 8,400–12,200 of these soldiers in BCT at any point in time during the same period. The All Army Study (AAS) is a cross-sectional SAQ survey carried out throughout 2011–2012 in quarterly samples of active duty Army personnel (exclusive of those in BCT or in Afghanistan. Unlike NSS, no neurocognitive test data or genetic data are collected in the AAS. In addition, the AAS SAQ is considerably shorter than the NSS SAQ (one 90-minute administration session in AAS compared to two in NSS).

The quarterly AAS replicates in Q1–2 2011 were representative of all soldiers stationed in the continental U.S., while those in the remaining quarters added soldiers stationed elsewhere in the world other than a combat theater. Each quarterly replicate consisted of a stratified (by Army Command and location) probability sample of Army units (or, for large units, sub-units) selected without replacement with probabilities proportional to authorized unit strength from a sample frame of Unit Identification Codes to yield a representative time-space sample. The frame excluded civilian-only units and units of fewer than 30 soldiers (representing less than 2% of all Army personnel).

In addition to these quarterly replicates, the AAS was augmented to increase coverage in two ways. First, it was administered in Q2–3 2012 to a probability sample of soldiers stationed in Afghanistan who were surveyed in group-administered sessions while they were passing through Kuwait either leaving for or returning from their mid-tour leave. Unlike other AAS respondents, those stationed in Afghanistan were surveyed as individuals rather than as units, as individuals leave their units for mid-tour leave. It should be noted that mid-
tour leave, despite the name, did not all occur in the middle of the deployed soldier’s tour in Afghanistan but rather at random times between the second and second to last months of deployment, guaranteeing that the AAS was administered at relatively random times other than at the very beginning or very end of deployment.

Second, the AAS was administered in 2012-2013 to a supplemental sample of activated USAR and USANG units in the continental U.S. either just before or just after deployment to Afghanistan in order to correct for the fact that these kinds of units were excluded from the Regular Army AAS sample frame.

All personnel in each selected AAS unit (or sub-unit) were targeted for a group-administered SAQ survey and were ordered to report to a group informed consent session similar to those described above for the NSS. The AAS respondents stationed in Afghanistan, in comparison, were selected using methods similar to those in the NSS (i.e., POCs selected a number of soldiers equal to the number that could be accommodated by the Army STARRS group administration setting to participate in the informed consent session). In each case, an informed consent presentation similar to that in NSS was group-administered to explain study purposes, procedures, and confidentiality protections, emphasize the voluntary nature of participation, and answer questions. Written informed consent was then obtained. As in the NSS, AAS respondents were additionally asked for consent to link their Army/DoD administrative records to their survey responses and to participate in to-be-determined longitudinal follow-up data collections. Identifying information (name, birthday, SSN for record linkage; telephone number, email, secondary contact information for longitudinal follow-up) was collected from consenting respondents separately from the survey and never merged with de-identified survey data. As with the NSS, these recruitment, consent, and data protection procedures were approved by the Human Subjects Committees of all collaborating organizations. Sample sizes, response rates, weighting, and design effects are described in a separate report (Kessler et al. this issue).

The Pre-Post Deployment Study (PPDS)

NSS and AAS respondents are being tracked longitudinally through their administrative records, however outcomes are limited to those that are administratively recorded, such as suicide fatalities, non-fatal suicide attempts sufficiently severe to come to the attention of the military healthcare system, and mental disorders treated in the military healthcare system. A great many outcomes of interest will be missed by these administrative records, such as suicidal ideation and plans and onsets of mental disorders known to be powerful risk factors for suicides. In order to address this problem, a number of targeted follow-up surveys are planned in the future; two of these are being implemented currently. The larger of these two is the Pre-Post Deployment Survey (PPDS), a four-wave panel survey that collected baseline data (SAQ and blood samples) in Q1 2012 shortly before deployment to Afghanistan from 9,421 soldiers in three Brigade Combat Teams. Follow-up data collections are scheduled for these same respondents three times after they return from deployment: within one month of their return (T1; SAQ and blood samples), two months after this first
post-return assessment (T2; SAQ), and six months after the second post-return assessment (T3; web-based SAQ augmented with telephone interviews for SAQ non-respondents).

As with the AAS, all personnel in each selected PPDS unit were targeted for a group-administrated baseline SAQ and were ordered to report to a group informed consent session similar to the AAS to explain study purposes, procedures, and confidentiality protections, emphasize the voluntary nature of participation, and answer questions. Written informed consent was then obtained. As in the NSS, baseline PPDS respondents were additionally asked for consent to provide blood samples, to link their Army/DoD administrative records to their survey responses, and to participate in future assessments. Identifying information was collected from consenting respondents separately from the survey and never merged with de-identified survey data. Similar informed consent procedures were used in the post-deployment data collections. These PPDS recruitment, consent, and data protection procedures were approved by the Human Subjects Committees of all collaborating organizations. Sample sizes, response rates, weighting, and design effects are described in a separate report (Kessler et al. this issue).

The Pre-Post Separation Study (PPSS) platform

We noted above in the section on the NSS that between 140,000 and 190,000 new soldiers enter the U.S. Army each year and that roughly half of these new soldiers are in the Regular Army. The other half are in the USAR and USANG. The number of Regular Army soldiers that leave the Army and return to civilian life each year is roughly comparable to the number that joins. The number of active duty soldiers that do not reenlist is likely to increase over the next few years as the Army downsizes due to the ends of the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Because this downsizing is occurring at a time of economic uncertainty in the civilian economy, the number of soldiers leaving the Army involuntarily (i.e., they want to reenlist but are not given an opportunity to do so) will increase as well. This will doubtlessly add to the stresses known to accompany the transition from military to civilian life (Hoge, 2010; Wolpert, 2000).

The T3 PPDS includes a number of questions about the transition from Army to civilian life, as we expect that as many as 1,500 baseline PPDS respondents will have returned to civilian life at the time of the T3 survey. While few respondents from the NSS will have returned to civilian life by that time, a substantial number of AAS respondents have already done so and this number will increase over time. Concerns exist about the mental health of recently separated veterans (Conner et al., 2013; Ilgen et al., 2012). Indeed, a recent analysis of the US National Health Interview Survey for 1986–94 found that even before the recent rise in the military suicide rate veterans were twice as likely to die by suicide as socio-demographically comparable non-veterans (Kaplan et al., 2007). However, the vast majority of research on the mental health of veterans is based on analyses of VA treatment samples rather than on more broadly representative prospective epidemiological samples that follow soldiers through the transition from military to civilian life (Naragon-Gainey et al., 2012; Rosenheck and Fontana, 2007). Based on this observation, we included a Pre-Post Separation Study (PPSS) component in Army STARRS. The PPSS is only included as a pilot during the first Army STARRS funding cycle in light of the fact that the number of AAS,
PPDS, and especially NSS study respondents who return to civilian life during the first five years of Army STARRS funding will be comparatively small. The mixed-mode web-telephone survey design used in the T3 PPDS post-return survey will be applied in the PPSS. We think of the PPSS as a pilot for a much more ambitious program of long-term follow-up of the full Army STARRS sample in the coming years.

COORDINATION AMONG COMPONENT STUDIES

As noted in the introduction, the component Army STARRS studies were designed to create a coordinated whole that would facilitate hypothesis generation, non-experimental hypothesis testing, targeting of interventions designed to provide more definitive experimental tests of hypotheses about modifiable risk and resilience factors, and evaluations of such intervention. The advantages of coordination can be seen clearly in SHOS-A/B. Much previous research has been carried out using the retrospective case-control design to study risk and resilience factors for suicide (Cavanagh et al., 2003; Dumais et al., 2005) and non-fatal suicidal behaviors (Bridge et al., 2012; Nock et al., 2010), and the designs of Army STARRS SHOS-A/B are consistent with those previous studies. However, the integration of SHOS-A/B into the larger Army STARRS initiative creates a unique opportunity to address the critical weakness of suboptimal control group selection that has plagued previous case-control studies in this area. Specifically, while it is well known that conclusions about risk and resilience factors depend critically on the control group selected in case-control studies (Schlesselman, 1982) and this sensitivity has been documented in previous analyses of suicide case-control research that varied the control groups (Brent et al., 1988; Brent et al., 1993), previous case-control studies of suicidal behaviors typically used control groups made up of healthy people randomly selected from the general population (but not matched on widely known risk factors such as the presence of a mental disorder) or convenience samples of psychiatric patients selected in an effort to control for the presence of a mental disorder (but not representative of the broader population of those at risk, many of whom commit suicide without ever seeking professional treatment for their emotional problems). As noted in the body of the paper, this weakness was addressed in SHOS-A/B by using propensity score matching methods (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983) to select probability samples of soldiers from the AAS as controls with an over-sampling of AAS respondents who reported suicidal ideation. This design refinement, which allows much more sensitive comparisons of cases and controls than in previous case-control studies of suicidal behaviors (Li et al., 2011), would have been impossible in the absence of the HADS and AAS studies being carried out in parallel with SHOS-A/B.

In a similar way, the three large-scale Army STARRS SAQ data collections (NSS, AAS, PPDS) are enriched by being linked with administrative data and blood samples collected by Army phlebotomists. Prospective administrative data are of special importance in this regard, as they are allowing a wide range of analyses to be carried out that would otherwise have been impossible with cross-sectional survey data. For example, prospective administrative data linked to the NSS are currently being used to examine the extent to which an assessment of risk and resilience factors carried out at the very beginning of active duty can pinpoint new soldiers at elevated risk of suicidal behaviors and other serious
adverse outcomes (e.g., serious injuries, victimization or perpetration of violent offenses) during the first two years of their Army service.

**DISCUSSION**

This report has presented a brief overview of the designs of the component studies within the Army STARRS initiative. While this overview makes it clear that each of these component studies is a substantial undertaking in its own right, it is also important to recognize that all the component studies are strengthened by virtue of their integration with the others. This is true not only in that data elements are shared across component studies but also because the full set of studies taken together allows hypothesis generation and non-experimental testing to be combined with intervention targeting and, in time, intervention evaluation to address the full range of research questions raised in grappling with the problem of Army suicides. While this broad scope and integration do not guarantee that Army STARRS will succeed in achieving its substantive goals, they create a strong foundation for doing so.
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